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The Fibrational Formulation of Intuitionistic

Predicate Logic I: Completeness According to

Gόdel, Kripke, and Lauchli, Part 1

M.MAKKAI

Abstract Following thepattern of Lawvere's notion of hyperdoctrine, we single
out certain classes of fibrations and use them, in the present paper and its sequel, to
give an algebraic framework for the proof theory of intuitionistic predicate calcu-
lus. The two papers are organized around representation theorems that correspond
to and strengthen the completeness theorems of the title. The present first part
deals with the fibrational analog of GodeΓs completeness theorem and gives fibra-
tional liftings of well-known categorical constructions. The present first part is a
preparation for the main results to be given in the second part.

0 Introduction This is an introduction to both the present first part and the second
part of the paper (cf. Makkai [18]). The numbering of the sections of the second part
continues that of the first part; Sections 1 to 3 form the first part, Sections 4 to 6 the
second part.

By the "fibrational formulation of predicate logic" I mean the approach to pred-
icate logic using the notion of hyperdoctrine, originally introduced by Lawvere in
[15],[16], and its variants. Although Lawvere, and other authors following him (see
below), used pseudofunctors as the basic ingredients, in this paper I adopt the es-
sentially equivalent language of fibrations; hence the reference to fibrations in the
title.

A fibration is given by two categories B and C, the base category and the total
category, respectively, of the fibration, together with a functor C -> B\ certain
conditions have to be satisfied by these data for them to form a fibration; at this point,
it is not important to know what these conditions are. In the fibrational formulation
of logic, a(n axiomatic) theory is construed as a fibration. This is in contrast to the
more widely discussed categorical approach to logic in which a theory is made into a
(single) category (with appropriate properties). From the point of view of the present
paper, the reason for adopting the more elaborate approach of fibrations is that it has
the capability of incorporating the notion of proof (formal deduction), and not just
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provability, which is what is grasped by the "one-category" approach. In brief, the
ίibrational formulation gives a categorical proof theory.

As was said above, Lawvere introduced the notion of hyperdoctrine in [15] and
further discussed it in [16]. The original concept is made to suit higher order logic; it
has "too much structure" for the purposes of first order logic. In Seely [23], a "first
order" version of hyperdoctrine is attributed to Bέnabou [1] (a source not available
to me). Seely [23],[24] uses a notion of "first-order" hyperdoctrine, closely related
to the one I use in this paper, to build structures of proofs for theories in first order
intuitionistic logic; his is the first systematic study of categorical proof theory for
predicate logic.

A version of the notion of hyperdoctrine, essentially identical to the one used
in this paper although formulated only for posetal fibers, is given and called "first
order hyperdoctrine" by Pitts [21]. The (main) version in this paper, called Heyting
fibration, or more neutrally h-fibration, was arrived at by considering exactly what one
needs to model the structure of proofs in an arbitrary theory in first order intuitionistic
logic.

The categorical approach to the proof theory of propositional logic is due to
Lambek; his work relates the proof theory of a range of propositional calculi with
concepts of structured category. References are [10],[ll],[12], and the recent book
with Scott, [13]. Szabo's work [25] on the algebra of proofs is a thorough investi-
gation of several propositional calculi from a categorical point of view. Whereas the
Lambek-style proof theory for propositional logic requires (single) structured cate-
gories (e.g., cartesian closed categories), for the proof theory of predicate logic the
more elaborate structures of fibrations are needed.

Lawvere pointed to the possibility of the uses made in this paper of the concept
of hyperdoctrine and its variants already in [16] as the following quotations show:
"Thus, this hyperdoctrine [^(Set) in the present paper; see Section 1] may be viewed
as a kind of set-theoretical surrogate of proof theory (honest proof theory would
presumably also yield a hyperdoctrine with non-trivial [non-posetal] P(X) [fibers],
but a syntactically presented one)." "It appears that abstract structures of this kind
[hyperdoctrines] are also intimately related to . . . Lauchli's complete sematics for
intuitionistic logic [the work in Lauchli [14]], although the precise relationship is yet
to be worked out."

In fact, the main result of the second part of the present paper [18], Theorem
6.1, a representation theorem for Heyting fibrations, was inspired by Lauchli's work
mentioned by Lawvere, and it is intended as a generalized and strengthened version
of Lauchli's result.

In (the two parts of) this paper, an abstract theory of the relevant types of
fibration is given, giving results of a representation theoretic nature; in the sequel
(Makkai [19]), I will discuss in detail the connections of these concepts to the usual
concepts of proof theory. Tb help understand the motivation for this paper, I will now
give an informal description of how the fibrational formulation works.

If G ί i s a fibration, Λ is an object in 2*, then S A denotes the fiber of G over A: the

subcategory of C with objects and arrows that map to A and 1Λ respectively. Given
a theory in possibly many-sorted intuitionistic predicate logic, we form a fibration
along the following lines. The arrows of the base category are given, in a natural
way, by the terms of the theory; the objects are formal products of sorts. The only
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categorical structure we need in a base category is given by finite products; we have
that here; in fact, the base category is the "Lawvere algebraic theory" given by the
operational part of the language of the theory, with no axiom-identities. The fiber over
Π, < m 4 consists of formulas φ(x) (x — {Xi)i<m, Xi a variable of sort SO as objects,
and proofs (formal deductions) of entailments φ(x) \- ψ(x) as arrows φ(x) ->
ψ(x). The propositional connectives are captured by the appropriate categorical
structure within the fibers, the quantifiers by canonical functors between fibers (all
this categorical structure is automatically present; it need not be specified by further
data). The abstract structure represents the structure of deductions given by axioms
and rules of inference, together with a certain systematic identification of "essentially
equivalent" deductions; this identification is closely related to ones discussed in the
proof-theoretic literature (see, e.g., Girard [5]). Seely [23],[24] gives a detailed
explanation of how the fibrational structure is constructed from the theory and the
proofs, although the context in the latter sources is not exactly the same as in this paper.
In particular, the crucial fact that the fibrations obtained from a theory and its proofs
is free in an appropriate sense needs the specifics of the present paper.. The precise
connections of the symbolic-logical proof theory and the fibrational formulation will
be discussed in [19]. For intuitionistic propositional logic, these connections are
given in Harnik and Makkai [7] in detail.

As the title indicates, the paper is organized around three completeness the-
orems: Theorem 2.1, "Godel completeness theorem," in Section 2; Theorem 5.1,
"Kripke completeness theorem," in Section 5; and Theorem 6.1, "Lauchli complete-
ness theorem," in Section 6.

The Godel and the Kripke theorems refer to a simplified kind of fibration, namely
ones in which the fibers are partially ordered sets. Such posetal fibrations play an
important role in Pitts's work (cf. [20],[22]). One important difference between the
ones appearing in this paper and the ones in [20],[22] is that the ones in this paper
have less structure; this circumstance makes working with them, in the context of
completeness theorems, harder than it would be with the fuller versions. The posetal
version of the basic concept of this paper, that of Heyting fibration, is introduced
and discussed from the syntactical point of view by Pitts in the notes [21]. The
difference between the poorer and fuller concepts is related to that between logic
without equality and one with equality, as explained in [21].

GΰdeΓs completeness theorem is about classical logic; yet here we talk about
Godel completeness in the context of intuitionistic logic. The explanation is that
Godel completeness, in the view adopted in categorical logic, is a result applying to
coherent logic, a common fragment of classical logic and intuitionistic logic. In fact,
completeness for full classical logic is an immediate consequence of that for coherent
logic, because of a simple implicit definability of the additional logical operations of
classical logic within the coherent framework (see Makkai and Reyes [17]).

The Godel completeness theorem is proved by an appropriate version of the
method of slice categories, used already long ago by Freyd [4] and Volger [26],
among others, for categorical completeness theorems. The result applies to the
concept of coherent posetal fibration in full generality. It seems difficult to deduce the
result directly from some known version of Godel completeness. This circumstance
seems to be explained by Pitts's syntactical analysis of the notion in [21], which is a
nontraditional sequent calculus combining two levels of judgments.

Not only classical logic, but also intuitionistic logic, is analyzed profitably in
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terms of the coherent fragment. Joyal gave a completeness theorem for intuitionistic
logic, the "canonical version" of Kripke's well-known result (cf. [9]), in which the
category A of the ordinary set-valued models of the theory in question qua coherent
theory (ignoring the noncoherent logical operators) gives the model; more precisely,
the category SetA of all functors from A to the category of sets has a canonical
conservative model of the full intuitionistic theory; this is nothing but the evaluation
morphism from the theory to SetA . Known variants of Kripke completeness can be
readily deduced from JoyaΓs canonical theorem. This important result is given in [ 17]
as 6.3.5. The proof of JoyaΓs theorem uses the Godel completeness theorem as an
essential ingredient; besides, and "independently," it uses the compactness theorem
of model theory.

The paper's version of the Kripke-Joyal theorem, Theorem 5. 1, is proved along
the same general lines as the original version in [17], although new features enter.
In fact, the statement of the result has to refer to a subcategory of the category of
the coherent models, rather than the whole category. The subcategory is given by a
freeness condition on the underlying cartesian functors of the models. Theorem 5. 1
applies to a completely general posetal Heyting fibration. Variants for more special
classes of fibrations, needed for the final, Lauchli-type, result, are also deduced.

The rather long and computational Section 3 is a preparation for the Kripke
completeness result. The main result in Section 3, Proposition 3.6, says that the
fibration of all morphisms from any fixed prefibration to a fixed Heyting fibration,
the latter assumed to be "sufficiently complete," is again a Heyting fibration. This
result is to be compared to the fact that SA is cartesian closed, provided A is any
small category and S is a sufficiently complete cartesian closed category. I could
have saved space by only proving the special case of Proposition 3.6 needed later in
the paper, but it seemed a pity not to give the full result. Section 4 collects some
rather elementary facts needed later on free objects in various categories.

The Lauchli completeness theorem, 6.1, is a result that refers to nonposetal
fibrations. In fact, it refers to free Heyting" fibrations, in an appropriate (natural)
sense of "free"; the minus sign on "Heyting" is there because one ignores the initial
objects of the fibers, getting a slightly poorer structure. It is a basic point that the free
Heyting(~) fibrations are exactly the ones that one obtains from an arbitrary theory
in intuitionistic predicate logic as the structure of proofs; the detailed explication
of this point will appear in [19]. The Lauchli completeness result applies to free
countable Heyting" fibrations satisfying the disjunction and existence properties,
the latter corresponding to the well-known same-named properties for intuitionistic
theories. The theorem says that any such fibration has a structure preserving mapping
into the standard fibration of families of Z-sets, with Έ the additive group of integers,
such that the mapping "does not introduce any new provability": if there is no arrow
from X to Y in the same fiber where both X and Y are, then there are none such
between their images under the mapping either.

There is an abundance of familiar intuitionistic first order theories with the dis-
junction and existence properties; e.g., the (pure) theory without nonlogical axioms
(except equality axioms), or Heyting arithmetic. The result "represents," to a signif-
icant extent faithfully, formal proofs in these theories, by equivariant maps between
sets with a specified permutation. The discussion on the meaning of the result in [7]
is relevant to the present situation too. There is a version, also included in 6.1, that
applies to fibrations not necessarily having the disjunction and existence properties.
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Theorem 6.1 directly specializes to the result of [7] when the base category is
taken to be the terminal category. In [7], it is pointed out in what ways the result goes
beyond Lauchli's original result; in particular, in Lauchli [14] there is no mention
of formal proofs, only of provability (this is the reason why Lawvere talks about a
"complete semantics for intuitionistic logic" in connection with Lauchli's work). I
feel that the main point of the work in the present paper, just as of that in [7], is the
explicit comparison of the "syntactically presented structure" of proof s mentioned by
Lawvere with a "purely semantical" structure, namely the category (Boolean, even
atomic, topos) of Z-sets.

Let me note that there is a corollary (6.7) to the main result that is similar to
the result of Section 4 of [7]. This gives a precise expression to the idea that treating
formulas as sets (of "abstract reasons" for the formula being true) and Lauchli's
abstract proofs of entailments between formulas as functions (transforming reasons
for the premise to ones of the conclusion), and assuming that these sets and functions
are subject to constructions and laws of classical set theory, do not lead to wrong
conclusions about provability. The reason for this corollary is that the category of
Z-sets, or for that matter, the category of G-sets for any group G, has exactly the
same internal logical laws true in it as the category of sets; this is stated precisely in
[7] as well. The corollary is a fully abstract result, independent of concrete objects
such as the category of Z-sets.

Soon after Lauchli's work appeared, Kock wrote a discussion of Lauchli's work
which remains unpublished; however, he does not use the fibration of proofs, and his
formulation remains a "locaΓ'completeness theorem, referring to a single formula at
a time, much the same way as Lauchli's original formulation.

In the present paper, there is a fairly detailed description of the basic framework
of fibrations; the paper should be readable with only an elementary knowledge of
category theory.

/ Basic notions Cartesian, cartesian closed, and bicartesian closed categories
are discussed in detail in [13]. A category is cartesian if it has finite products (a
terminal object 1 and binary products A x B); it is bicartesian if, in addition, it has
finite coproducts (an initial object O and binary coproducts A + B). The category
C is cartesian closed if it is cartesian and it has exponentials: for any object A, the
functor A x (- ) : C -+ C has a right adjoint, denoted ( - ) Λ the value of this functor
at B is BA, the exponential of B and A . For exponentials (although not named
as such) and cartesian closed categories, see also Mac Lane [2]; note however that,
unlike both [2] and [13], we do not require a specified operation of exponentiation; in
other words, for us, BA is determined only up to an isomorphism. In this, we follow
a normal practice in category theory of not specifying categorical operations beyond
their universal properties. A category is bicartesian closed if it is both cartesian
closed and bicartesian.

A bi~cartesian, resp. bi~ cartesian closed, category is like a bicartesian, resp.
bicartesian closed, category except that the existence of the initial object is not re-
quired. In other words, a bi~cartesian (bi"cartesian closed) category is a cartesian
(cartesian closed) category with binary coproducts.

Corresponding to any of the above notions of structured category there is a notion
of functor preserving the structure. E.g., let C, D be bi"cartesian closed categories.
A functor F:C -> D is bi~cartesian closed if it preserves, in the usual sense,
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finite products, binary coproducts and exponentials. In particular, preservation of
exponentials means that if e: A x B A -> B is the evaluation arrow for an exponential
in C as shown, then F(e): F(A) x F(BA) -> F(B) has the universal property of
exponentials, that is, F(BA) qualifies as the exponential F ( β ) F ( A ) inD, with F(e)
as the evaluation map. (Note, in particular, that there is no requirement of an "on-
the-nose" preservation, which simply does not make sense unless the operation of
exponentiation is specified exactly, and not just up to isomorphism . )

For cartesian categories A, B, caτ(A,B) denotes the category of cartesian func-
tors A -+ B; that is, car(A,2?) is the full subcategory of [AJB], the category of all
functors A -> B, with objects the cartesian functors. bicar(A,Z?), bi~car(A,2Γ),
etc., have similar meanings.

A specific property that may hold in a bi~ cartesian category is the distributive
law. For any objects A, B and C in such a category, there is a canonical arrow
(A x C) + (B x C) -> (A + B) x C given by the universal properties of the
operations involved; using the notation of [13], it is {(π^c + KB,C), [πΆ,c> πB,c^-
We say that the distributive law holds for the sum A + B if the latter arrow is an
isomorphism for all C, and that the category at hand satisfies the distributive law if
the same arrow is always an isomorphism. We have that every bi~ cartesian closed
category satisfies the distributive law; see Exercise 1, p. 68 in [13].

The concept of fibration to be described next is due to Grothendieck; see [6].

A prefibration is simply a functor G ι; B is the base category, C is the total
B

category of the prefibration 6; for B eB,GB (or 6" 1 (B)) denotes the (non-full) sub-
category of C with objects and arrows those X eC and z: X -> Y for which X i—>
B and z ι—> \B under the functor G; QB is called the fiber over B . We also say X
is over B, and z is over f if Q(X) = B, G(z) = / . Given

x L. > Y

A — - • B, (1)

with z over / , we say that z is a (strongly) cartesian arrow if for any g: C -> A in B,

and for any υ over A —deffgy there is auniquew.Z -> X over g such that v = zu:

Z - ^ ^ ^ ^ v — zu

u^Γ^^r^
X—^ Y

C^^^ h = fg

Note that if z is cartesian and u: Xf -^> X is an isomorphism over 1A, then zu is
cartesian over / ; conversely, if z and zf with the same codomain are both cartesian
over / , then there is a unique u over 1A such that zl = zu, and u is an isomorphism.
In words, a cartesian arrow with a fixed codomain and over a fixed arrow in the base
is determined up to a unique isomorphism in the fiber of the domain of the cartesian
arrow.

One can also easily show that the composite of two (composable) cartesian
arrows is cartesian, and if both yx and y are cartesian, then so is x.
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(We have called "cartesian" what is in [6] called "strongly cartesian"; the weaker
notion of "cartesian" results when, in the above definition, we restrict g to be 1Λ . In
fibrations (see below) the two versions coincide.)

C is & fibration if for any / : A -+ B in B, and for any Y over By there is a
cartesian arrow z over / with codomain Y.

For 6 a fibration, for any / : A -> B in the base category, there is a functor

C / = /*: QB -> CA assigning to F e C* an object /*(F) over A which is the

domain of a cartesian arrow γj: f*(Y) -> F; for y: Y ->• 7' over £, /*(y) is the

unique arrow x: f*(Y) -> / * ( ! " ) over 1 A for which γj' ou — yo γj . The functor

/ is defined after we have fixed a choice γj: f*(Y) -» Y of a cartesian arrow for

every y over B; two systems of such choices result in isomorphic functors for /*.
The functors / * are cdllcdpullback functors; in an important class of examples,

they are indeed related to pullbacks; see below.
Fibrations are closely related to pseudofunctors. A pseudofunctor Φ:Bop -•

CAT is an assignment B i—> GB of a category QB (so denoted in anticipation of the
connection to fibrations) to every object B eB, together with an assignment

φ;#°p > CAT

B\ >eB

f\ l /
A i >hA

of a functor to any arrow in B; the ordinary functoriality conditions (1Λ) = l e ϋ,
(fg)* = g*f* may fail, but the pseudofunctor comes equipped with distinguished
isomorphisms (natural transformations)

one for each A e B, and

ψf,g-Λfgy^g*f\
g f

one for each pair of arrows C —> B —> A in B, satisfying the coherence condi-
tions:

ψβf* = <Pf,\B, f*ψA = Ψ\Aj,

and the commutativity of the square,

(fghy —φf«h > (ghrr

h* o φftg

for any F: B —•A, and for any D -^> C -^> B -^> A in B.
Given any fibration 6 as above, a choice of a cartesian arrow

for any / : B —> A in 5 , and X over A (such choices make up a cleavage of the
fibration) will furnish us with a pseudofunctor, defined in a manner partly indicated

by the notation in the definition of "pseudofunctor." In fact, for C —> B —> A,
φ/ig is defined so as to be in Gc and to make the square,
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(fgyx γJι—• x

(*>/,«)* Yx

g*(f*X) m > f*X
Yg

commute for each X over Λ; note that the composite of the bottom and the right
vertical arrows is cartesian over gf, and so is the top horizontal one; hence, (<p/,g)χ
is indeed an isomorphism.

Let us note that, conversely, the so-called Grothendieck category of a pseudo-
functor ("category of elements") gives the fibration corresponding to a given pseud-
ofunctor (see [6]).

The use of the functors /*, or of the pseudofunctor form of the fibration, which
are available only after some arbitrary choices, may help in formulating certain con-
cepts in a brief way; however, such uses are essentially alien to the concept of fibration
itself. The point in fibrations is that the notion of cartesian arrow, given by a universal
property, neutralizes the effect of the uncertainty about the choice of the values of
the functors /*.

Let e be a fibration as before, /: A —> B an arrow in the base; consider "the"
functor /*: GB —> GA. "The" left adjoint of /*, if it exists, will be denoted by
Σf. One can show that the existence of Σ/X for X e GA is equivalent to saying
that there is a cocartesian arrow over / with domain X: a cartesian arrow for the
opposite Cop: C o p —> Bop prefibration (hence, the existence of Σ/ for all / is to say
that C is (also) a cofibration, i.e., that Cop is a fibration). In particular, if X e 6 A ,
ηχ\ X —> /*Σ/X is the X-component of the unit of the adjunction Σ/ H /* ,then

Ήx ° Yf f X —> Σ/X is a cocartesian arrow.
The right adjoint of /*, if it exists, is denoted by Π/ . Let us spell out the

universal property of Π/X, without referring to the functor /*. Π/X comes with a
cartesian arrow γ: U —• Π/Z over f(U = /*Π/Z) and an arrow a: U —> X
(the X-component of the counit of the adjunction /* H Π/) over 1A such that, for
any cartesian arrow γ'V —> Y over /, and any u: V —> U, there is a unique
z: Y —> UfX over \B for which the diagram,

y\— Y ^ Y

XSf 7 y »nfx«^

commutes; here v is the unique arrow (= f*z) over 1 A for which the quadrilateral
commutes. Note that what has the universal property is the diagram,

U Y-—• UfX

X

rather than the mere object Π/Z. In practice, we pick a definite choice aj: f*ΠfX

—> X for a above, so that (1) with a = a f and γ = γ* f has the requisite universal
property.
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Let
A / > B

a\ \b

be a commutative square in the base category B, let X e GA and Y = Π/(X) e QB.
Assume (1;) has the universal property for UfX. Using the arrows a and b, we can
"pull" (10 back over /'; when we have that the resulting diagram has the universal
property for Π/, a*X, we say we have stability with respect to the square (2). In
more detail, consider the diagram,

JJ ^fx

u' , r— y

•Ί / ^ x r

X' Λ f — B

jy" ^b
A! — j B'^

over (2); here, the arrows denoted by γ are all cartesian; γf is the unique arrow
making the upper quadrilateral commute ( γ' exists by (2) being commutative and
the cartesianness of γ over b\ moreover, γ' is cartesian), a! is the unique arrow over
1A, making the left quadrilateral commute. We say that Π/ is stable with respect to
the square (2) if (γ\ af) satisfies the universal property for Π/X' whenever (y, a)
does for Π/X. If Π/ is stable with respect to all pullback squares of the form (2),
we say Π/ is stable.

The stability of Σ/ is defined in a similar way. In fact, because of the equivalent
formulation with cocartesianness, we have the simpler way of expressing stability as
follows. In the situation,

Λ " ~>7

X -, *Y

A f——>B

A j *B'

with z over /, etc., both γs cartesian, the upper quadrilateral commutative, if z is
cocartesian, so is T! .

Let us note that in the literature, what we called stability is mostly referred to
as the Beck-Chevalley condition. The condition is usually required with respect to
pullback squares (2). Also, it is usually expressed in the following shorter but less
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precise manner. Starting with the commutative diagram (2), we consider the diagram
of functors,

e A π/. eB

Λ I**
e A -—- eB' (3)

Stability takes place (withrespect to (2)) if this diagram commutes up to a "canonical"
isomorphism: b* o Π/ = Π// o a*. More precisely, the commutativity of (2) and the
adjunction /'* H Π/ give us a "canonical" arrow &* o Π/ —• Π// o #*; this is the
one that is required to be an isomorphism for stability.

Starting again with (2) and (3), assume that Σa and Σ& exist, and let us take the
left adjoints of all functors in (3):

e A < f* e B

Σ«| f Σb

eA^-p-eB/ (4)

If (3) commutes up to an isomoφhism, then so does (4); moreover, it can be seen
that the "canonical" isomorphism for (3) gives rise to the "canonical" isomorphism
in (4). What this says is that the Beck-Chevalley condition for Π/ for the square (2)
implies the same for Έa for the same square (but with changed roles for the sides).

If/: A —> 5 is a product projection, / = ττf

CB:C x B —> B, and B is carte-
sian, then for any b: Bf —> B, the pullback square (2) exists; (up to isomoφhism)
it is:

CxB f »B
lcxΛf \b

CxB' -— Br (40

Let us discuss Frobenius' reciprocity. Suppose G ι is a fibration with the fibers
cartesian categories, and the pullback functors cartesian functors. Let /: A —> B
be an arrow in the base category such that Σ/: QB —> QA exists. Given X over A
and Y over B, we have a canonical arrow,

z: Σ / ( / * F x X) —> Y x ΈfX over 1A;

in fact, by /being cartesian, we have the canonical isomorphism u: f*(YxΈ/X) -z^
f*Y x f*ΈfX; with υ: f*Y x X —> f*Y x f*ΣfX defined as lf*γ x ex =
(πf*γ,x, €x ° πf*γ,χ)>wi^ €x'-x —> /*Σ/X the counit, we have z as the transpose
with respect to the adjunction Έf H /* of W 1 o υ: f*Y x X —> f*(Y x ΣfX).
We say that Σ/ satisfies Frobenius' reciprocity if, for any X and Y as above, z is an
isomorphism.

It is a well-known fact (which we leave to the reader to verify) that, in case the
fibers of C are cartesian closed, then Σf satisfies Frobenius reciprocity if and only if
/* preserves exponentials (it is a cartesian closed functor).

The two main concepts we are interested in this paper are given in the next
definition; they are intended as a conceptual framework for both the semantics and
the proof theory of intuitionistic predicate calculus without equality.
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Definition 1.1 (A) A Heyting fibration (h-fibration for short) is a fibration & 4,

satisfying the following conditions (i) to (iv).

(i) B is a cartesian category.

(ii) Each fiber CΛ(A e B) is a bicartesian closed category.

(iii) Eachpullbackfunctor/*:e5 —>• GA(f:A —> B in B) is a bicartesian closed

functor,

(iv) For every product projection / in B, / * has both a left adjoint Σ/ and a right
adjoint Π/ both of which are stable.

(B) An h~-fibration is defined similarly, except that references to the initial objects
in the fibers are removed. In other words, in conditions (ii) and (iii), "bicartesian
closed" is replaced by "bi~cartesian closed."

For reaching the results on Heyting(~) fibrations, it is necessary to consider the
fibrational formulation of coherent logic without equality.

Definition 1.2 (A) A coherent fibration (c-fibratioή) is a fibration G ΐ satisfying

the following conditions.

(i) B is cartesian.

(ii) Each fiber QA(A e B) is bicartesian and satisfies the distributive law.

(iii) Each pullback functor /*: QB —> e Λ ( / : A — • B in B) is a bicartesian func-

tor.

(iv) For every product projection / in B, f* has a left adjoint Σ/ which is stable,

and satisfies Frobenius' reciprocity.

(B) A coherent' fibration (c~-fibration) is defined as a coherent one except that
references to the initial objects in the fibers are removed; that is, in (ii) and (iii),
"bicartesian" is replaced by "bi~cartesian".

Although we will not be particularly interested in the fibrational concepts relating
to logic with equality, for the sake of completeness and comparison, we will deal with
them occasionally.

Definition 1.3 (A) A Heyting fibration with equality Qf -fibration for short) is a
Heyting fibration whose base category has all finite limits, and in which Σ/, Π/ exist
and are stable, for every arrow / in the base category.

(B) A coherent fibration with equality (c=-fibration) is a coherent fibration whose
base category has all finite limits, and in which Σ/ exists, is stable, and satisfies
Frobenius reciprocity, for every arrow / in the base category.

Remarks Many of the basic ideas of categorical logic, and in particular, the concept
of hyperdoctrine, are due to Lawvere; see [15] and [16]. I am proposing to replace
the expression "hyperdoctrine" and ones derived from it with expressions around the
word "fibration." I refer to the introduction for some historical notes on the evolution
of concepts related to that of hyperdoctrine. Let me emphasize here that the concept
of Heyting fibration as given here was first formulated, although only for the case
when the fibers are preorders, by Pitts [21]. In the notes [21], the relations between
Heyting fibrations with fibers that are preorders, called first order hyperdoctrines, on
the one hand, and theories in intuitionistic predicate logic without equality on the
other, are presented in detail. The connections of Heyting fibrations with structures
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of proofs in an appropriate deductive system will be presented in [19]; in a somewhat
different way, the reader can see them in [23] and [24].

The concepts in Definition 1.3, again for the case of (pre)orders as fibers, were
formulated and used by Pitts in [20] for (A), the expressionpolyadic Heyting algebra,
for (B), polyadic distήbutive lattice is used in [20].

The "minus" versions in Definitions 1.1 and 1.2 are introduced because they are
the ones needed to formulate the Lauchli theory. In most cases however, we will be
able to handle the two versions, for each of the Definitions 1.2 and 1.3, simultaneously.
Tb abbreviate, we will talk about h(~)-fibrations and c(~)-fibrations, meaning either
of the versions; of course, in a given context, always the same is to be understood. A
notation like c(=)-fibration is also used to talk about two concepts at once.

The most important kind of example starts with an arbitrary category B. Let

C be the category B'~* , the category of arrows of B, with commutative squares as

arrows (B'~*' is a category of functors). Let C be the prefibration ι assigning to an

object / : X —> A of C the object A (second projection), with the obvious action

on arrows. Inspection shows that an arrow (z, / ) : * —> \ over / : A —> B is
A B

cartesian iff the square
X z > Y

I I

is a pullback. Thus C is a fibration iff the category B has pullbacks. Note that the

fiber CA is the comma-category B/A with objects arrows x \ in B} and arrows x
A

y ^ > y
X z Y ^Γ^s*
I—>y i commutative triangles x A y with composition of arrows as in B;
A A

for /: A —> B, the functor f*:B/B —> B/A takes the pullback of any \ along
/.

We denote the (pre-) fibration G just introduced by $(B), and call it the (pre-)

fibration of families in B. In case B = Set, the category of (small) sets, an object

of (the total category of) 3*(B) is an arrow / * of sets which we may consider as a
B

B-indexed family {f~ιφ))beB of sets.
If B is sufficiently well-structured, then 7{B) is a h=-fibration; this is the case

when B is a topos, in particular, when B = Set. (Elementary facts of topos theory
immediately add up to this assertion; see Johnstone [8].) In fact, with2? a topos, 3(B)
is a lot more than a h=-fibration; e.g., the fibers are toposes themselves; J(B) is a
hyperdoctrine in the original sense of [16].

Let us turn to morphisms of the structures introduced above.
c c

AmorphismG ι —> C ιofprefibrationsisdip2dΐ(F, Φ) giving a commutative

square, B

 g £ c

I 1
B-—+B' (5)

r
of functors. Composition of morphisms of prefibrations is defined in the obvious
manner; we have that the (global) category of prefibrations is CAT "^ , with CAT the
(meta-) category of categories.
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Note that, in (5), forevery A e B wehave an induced functor Φ A : 6 Λ —> C / F A .

When the morphism (F, Φ) in (5) is denoted by a single letter, say φ, then for

A eB, φ(A) is the same as F(A), for X e C φ(X) is Φ(X), and similarly for arrows.

The morphism (5) is an inclusion if both F and Φ are inclusions of categories.

A subprefibration of a preίibration is one that has an inclusion into the latter, e is

a/u// subprefibration of G' 4, if in the inclusion (5), F and Φ are full and each Φ Λ is

an identity functor (!).

(5) isomorphism offibrationsifG, 6' are fibrations, and the functor Φ: C —> C
takes cartesian arrows into cartesian arrows.

In general, a morphism of fibrations of any one of the specific kinds we in-
troduced above is a morphism of fibrations preserving the relevant structure in the
straightforward sense. For instance, if 6 and & are h~-fibrations, then (5) is a mor-
phism of h~-fibrations, or more briefly, an h~-morphism if:

(i) F cartesian;

(ϋ) for any B e B, the induced functor ΦB:GB —> QfFB a bi cartesian closed
functor;

(iii) Φ takes cocartesian arrows over product projections into cocartesian arrows;
and

(iv) for any / in B, if X <?— U -^> Y in C satisfies the universal property for Π/Z,
Φcέ Φv

then ΦX <— ΦU —> ΦY satisfies the universal property for ΠpfΦX.

Let us fix the base category B until further notice. If in (5), we have B' — B and
F = \β9 we have a morphism of prefibrations overB. In other words, a morphism
of prefibrations over B,

Φ

is a functor Φ: C — • D making the triangle of functors e^B^ 'D commute
(strictly; notjustup to an isomorphism). NotethatΦinducesthefunctorsΦA:eA —>
D A on the fibers.

A morphism offibrations over B, with C and D fibrations, is a morphism of
prefibrations over B that takes a cartesian arrow into a cartesian arrow. (Incidentally,
the word "cartesian" is obviously overused. The expression "cartesian functor" is
often used in the sense of morphism of fibrations; in this paper, a cartesian functor
is one preserving finite limits.) The category of prefibrations over B (with objects
prefibrations, arrows morphisms of prefibrations, with the obvious composition) is
simply the comma category CAT/β. The category offibrations over B (with arrows
morphisms offibrations), Fib(Zf), is a nonfull subcategory of CAΎ/B.

Next, we explain a simple general construction, that of the pullback of a fibration

along a functor into its base category, which in some sense allows the reduction of

an arbitrary morphism of fibrations to one over a fixed base category. Let 31 ̂  be a

fibration, F: B —> S a functor. Let

'-Γs
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be a pullback in CAT, the category of categories ("pullback" meant in the commonest,
"on the nose", sense). In a concrete representation, the objects of D are pairs (J3, U)
such that U is over F(B) in % arrows (£, U) —> (A, V) are pairs (/, w) with
/: B —• A and w: U —> V over F(f) in 51; composition is the natural one, and
the effect of Ψ is to forget the first components of the pairs. Note that the fiber over
B in Ί) is essentially just the fiber over F(B) in 51.

We have that the pullback F~1(5l) of a fibration 51 is a fibration again; more-
over, other properties of 51 are also inherited to its pullback. The easiest way of
thinking of these properties is to realize that, in the correspondence of fibrations and
pseudofunctors (see above), the operation of pullback corresponds to composition:
if 31: S —> CAT is the pseudofunctor corresponding to 31, then the pseudofunctor
corresponding to V is 51 o F: B —> CAT.

Let us continue with the above notation. Given a morphism (F, Φ):C 5 —> 31?
of prefibrations, by the definition of the pullback, there is a unique functor Σ: H —>
D making the diagram,

6 \ D £

B F »S

commute; let us denote Σ by F~ 1(Φ). In other words, a moφhism of fibrations
over different base categories can be "reduced" to one over the same base category,
after taking the pullback of the codomain fibration along the functor between the
base categories. It is important, and easy to see, that good properties of the original
morphism Φ are preserved to the pullback F~ι (Φ).

The above remarks are summarized in the following proposition.

Proposition 1.4 (i) Let F:B —> S be a cartesian functor between cartesian
categoήes. If 51 x belongs to either of the classes of fibrations defined in 1.1 and 1.2,

then so does F~~λ(5l). IfB, S have all finite limits and F preserves them, the same
will hold with respect to the last two classes in 1.3.

(ii) Let also φ = (F, Φ): Qi —> 51 be given. If φ is a morphism of any one of

the kinds corresponding to the classes in 1.1 and 1.2, then so is F~ 2(Φ). Under the
additional conditions of the last sentence of part (i), the corresponding statement for
the remaining two classes of 1.3 also holds.

Proof: The proof is by inspection.

Next, we discuss arrows between morphisms of prefibrations.

Assume two morphisms (F, Φ), (G, Ψ): MMι *Q ϊ of prefibrations with the
L ^ B

same domain and codomain. An arrow (F, Φ) —> (G, Ψ) is of the form (h, φ) with
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h, φ natural transformations h: F —> G, φ: Φ —> Ψ forming the diagram,

M W \ C

I φ

M e

1. 6 -4
G

with the natural commutation condition, i.e., G o φ = h o JVC. We write [M, G] for
the category whose objects are the morphisms (F, Φ): 3VC —> G and whose arrows
are the (/, φ): (F, Φ) —> (G, Ψ); composition is the obvious one.

[M, 6] is the total category of a prefibration: " i is the forgetful functor
[L,B]

(F, Φ) r—• F, (ft, <ρ) i—> Λ. We refer to this prefibration as (M, 6). In particular,
note that the fiber of (3VC, 6) over F e [L, B] consists of those (F, Φ), Φ e [M, C],
for which Φ(Λf) is over F(L) if Λf is over L, and Φ(m:M —> Mf) is over
F(£: L —> Z/) if m is over I.

A particularly simple example of the construction (M, 6) is obtained by taking

M to be 1/ ί with I a set (discrete category). The result is 6 7, the cartesian power of
G by the exponent /; the objects of the base category (total category) of G1 are/-tuples
of objects of the base category (total category) of 6, etc.

LetM u G i be prefibrations. The prefibration (M, e> inherits many properties
of 6; this phenomenon is analogous to the fact that limits and colimits are inherited
from a category G to the functor category [M, C], For instance, this holds for the
notion of cartesian arrow, φ: Φ —> Ψ over h: F —> G is cartesian (meaning
that (Λ, φ): (F, Φ) —> (G, Ψ) is cartesian) in (JVC, G) provided, for each M e M,
ψM'. Φ(M) —> Φ (M) is cartesian in G.

Given L € L, we have the projection functor 7iχ: [L, ̂ ] —> B of evaluation
at L: TΓL(F) = F(L), and similarly for arrows. For M e Λf, 7ΓM*. [M, G] —> C is

defined by πM(F, Φ) = Φ(M), and similarly for arrows; finally πM: (3VC, 6) — • 6
is given as the commutative square,

Prt e] ^ - — . :

[ L ' Λ ] ^ ^ 5

Iterating the construction of the prefibration of morphisms leads to the important
c p

notion of evaluation morphism. Let 6 4, '.P 4. be prefibrations; consider the derived

prefibrations (C, 9), {(G, 9), ίP). We have a canonical "evaluation" morphism e =

(eue2y.e—>((e,α>),α>):

c -^ -ί(e,α)>,3ϊ]

e {(e/J5)/^)

* -[[β,S],S]
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here, e\ is the usual evaluation functor; e 2 is defined similarly: e2(X)(L, M) =
M(X), etc.

More generally, if M is a subprefibration of (6,9), with /: M —> (6, 7) the
inclusion, we have an evaluation morphism C —> (OVC, 7) it is the composite i* oe,
with /*: ((C, !P), IP) —> (M, ίP) defined by composition with i, and e as defined
above. Usually, we just write e: G —> (M, IP) for i* oe.

Given coherent fibrations G, 6', c[S, 6'] denotes the category of c-morphisms
G —> &; c[G, C] is the full subcategory of [G, C'] with objects the c-morphisms.
Similar notation can be used for categories Heyting fibrations, etc.

If in the prefibration G every fiber is a partially ordered set (as a category; that
is, between any two objects in the fiber there is at most one arrow, and all iso's are
identities), we have a /w-prefibration; we use the prefix "po" with the concepts in
1.1,1.2, and 1.3 with a similar meaning.

Thus, in a po-fibration, the category structure reduces to a relation (partial or-
dering) in each fiber. A further simplification of structure is the fact that for any
/ : A —> B in the base, X over A, Y over B, there is at most one arrow X —> Y
over / ; we write X </ Y for saying that there is one. This is clear if one reflects
that the arrows X —> Y over / are in one-to-one correspondence with the arrows
X —-> / * 7 o v e r l A .

P(B)
The standard example for a po-prefibration is fP(B) which is essentially,

B

3(B) with all objects ι in the total category restricted to be monomorphisms; more

precisely, an object of P(B) is a pair (A, X) with A eB and X a subobject of A; an

arrow (A, X) —> (B> Y) is any / : A —> B such that there is a (necessarily unique)

z: X —> Y making,

X z > Y

Ϊ Ϊ

commute; the two vertical mono's are representing mono's for the two subobjects
X, Y. If B is a topos (say), then 9(B) is an hr-fibration. Let us call 9(B) the
(pre-)fibration of predicates in B.

It is immediately seen that, with 6, (3VC, C) is also a po-prefibration, with an
arbitrary M. The fibers of a coherent po-fibration, respectively a Heyting po-fibration,
are all distributive lattices, respectively Heyting algebras; the fibers of a po-h~-
fibration are h~-algebras, that is, "Heyting algebras without a bottom element," in
the obvious sense. In the case of a po-fibration, we tend to write Λ for x, v for +,
X —> Y for Yx in the fibers, and 3/ for Σ/, V/ for Π/.

The coherent po-fibrations, respectively the Heyting po-fibrations, are concep-
tualizations of theories with a notion provability, but with no proofs retained.

There is a reflection functor from fibrations to po-fibrations with good preser-

vation properties. For any prefibration 6 ?, we can define its po-reflection, a po-

prefibrationJC |overthesamebasecategory^,withaco//αp5ίm)gmαpy:eι —> Hy.
B B B

C —^ H

^B*^ The simplest way of putting the definition is to say that the functor

6 I—• JC:Fib(2?) — • PoFibφ)
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is left adjoint to the inclusion PoF±b(B) —> Fib(B). In other words, γ: G —> K

is the free po-preίibration-extension of G: for any γ'\ G —> %\ with Jί' a po-

preίibration, there is a unique δ: JC —> %f with γ' = δ o γ. In more concrete terms,

we take first the preorder reflection 9 Pι9 in which P has the same objects as C; for

any X over A and Y over B and for any / : A —> B in B, there is at most one

arrow X —> Y over / ; there is one precisely when there is one in C; the meaning of

the functor 9 is clear. % is obtained by identifying isomorphic objects in each fiber

separately (but not across fibers).

Proposition 1.5 The po-reflection ofafibration is afibration; ifafibration is a
member of any of the six classes of Definitions 1.1,1.2, and 1.3, so is its po-reflection.

Proof: This is an important and essentially obvious observation, verified directly by
inspecting the definitions involved.

2 Godel completeness In this section, we prove the appropriate formulation of
GodeΓs completeness theorem for first order predicate calculus. As we see it today,
GodeΓs theorem is a result on coherent logic, the fragment of first order logic based
on the logical operations t (true), f (false), Λ, V and 3, the result for classical logic
being an immediate consequence of the one for coherent logic. Another point about
coherent logic is that it is a common part of classical and intuitionistic logic; and as in a
sense coherent logic suffices to explain classical logic, in another, more sophisticated,
sense it also suffices to explain intuitionistic logic. The last statement will get clarified
by our treatment of Kripke's completeness theorem. More on coherent logic can be
learned from, e.g., [17].

GodeΓs completeness theorem, expressed in the framework of fibrations, is an
embedding theorem for small coherent po-fibrations; it relates any small coherent
po-fibration with the "standard" one, ?(Set), the fibration of predicates on sets.

A functor F: A —> B is said to be conservative if it reflects isomorphisms: if an
arrow / in A is such that F(f) is an isomorphism, then / itself is an isomorphism.
If here A and B are posets with binary meets and F preserves binary meets, then
F is conservative iff it reflects ordering: F(A\) < F(Az) implies A\ < A2 for all
Ai, A2 6 A. A morphism of prefibrations is conservative if it induces conservative
functors on the fibers. A morphism a of po-prefibrations is conservative at (X, Y) if
X, Y are in the same fiber of the domain prefibration, and aX <aY implies X < Y.

Theorem 2.1 (Godel completeness theorem) For any small coherent(') po-fibra-
tion G (with equality), there is a small set I and a conservative morphisms μ: G —>
CP(Set))7 of coherentC) fibrations (with equality).

Expressed in terms of morphisms into ίP(Set), rather than a Cartesian power of it,
the assertion of Proposition 2.1 is equivalent to saying the following. Given any
fiber GB of e, and X,Y e GB, if X £ Y, then there is (L, M): G —> 3>(Set), an
appropriate morphism, such that M(X) ^ M(Y). Still another equivalent way of
stating Godel completeness is this: for any / : A —> B in the base category of G,
a n d a n y X e C A , Y eGB,

X <fY <=^ for all appropriate M: G —^ 0>(Set), M(X) <M(f) M(Y).
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The rest of the section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 2.1. Although in
this section we sometimes formulate auxiliary results for fibrations which are not
necessarily posetal, the main result 2.1 holds only for po-fibrations.

We formulate conditions on a c"~-fibration originating in the disjunction and
existence properties for intuitionistic theories (see e.g. [13]); in fact, the Heyting
fibration corresponding to a theory has the disjunction property, or the existence
property, just in case the theory has the same.

Let us write t (true) and f (false) for the terminal, respectively the initial, object
of the fiber over the terminal object of B .

The c~-fibration C 4, has the disjunction property if for any X, Y e Glβ, if

e ^ ( ί , X + Y) φ 0 then either e**(ί, X) φ 0 or e ^ ( ί , Y) φ 0. C has the existence
property if for every B e B and X e 6 β , if Qλβ(t, Σ ! β Z ) φ 0, then there is
bι\\B—>B such that G1* (ί, b*X) φ 0 (\B: B —+ 1B).

In case C is a po-fibration, e 1 ^ (t, U) Φ 0 is the same as to say U = t. Thus, the
disjunction property means that t is indecomposable (or prime): t = U v V implies
t = u or t = V. In the "po" case, the existence property says that 3\BX = t (for
which we say that X has global support) implies the existence of a global element of
X, that is, b:l—+B such that b*X = t.

Note that C has the the disjunction or the existence property just in case its
po-reflection does. In fact, there are stronger forms of these properties that would
have to be considered if we were interested in a "non-posetal" analog of GodeΓs
completeness theorem.

Proposition 2.2 Assume that the coherent po~fibration C 1 (with equality) has the

disjunction and existence properties and thatΐφ t. Then the category c ^ [ 6 , ίP(Set)]
has an initial object; in particular, there exists at least one c^-morphism G —>
a>(Set).

Proof: We define (L, M):G — • ίP(Set) as follows. We let L = B(lBj - ) , the
functor/? —> Set represented by the terminal object of/?; it is well-known (and easily
seen) that L is the initial object of car (/?, Set). In other words, for any B eB, L(B) is
the set of all global elements of B, i.e., all arrows b : \B —> B in/?. ForX e C 5,the
subset M(X) c L(B) consists, by definition, of all b e L(B) such that b*(X) = t.

The existence of a (unique) z: X —> Y over / is equivalent to saying that
X < f*(Y). If so, then for any a e L(A), a*(X) < a*f*(Y) = b*(Y) for
b = fa e L(B); hence, if a e M(X), i.e., a*(X) = t, then b*(Y) = t, hence
b e M(Y). This says that M(z): M(X) —> M(Y) is well-defined; it is a restriction
of L(f).

To see that (L, M) is a morphism of fibrations, we need to show that for any
a e L(A), fa e M(Y) implies a e M(F*(F)). But this is immediate since
a*f*(Y) = (faT(Y).

To show that the functor (map of posets) CA —> ?(Set) L ( A ) induced by (L, M)
preserves binary joins, let X\, X2 e CA; we need to show that a e M(X\ v X2)
implies a e M(X\) or a e M(Xi). But the assumption means a*(X\ v X2) =
α*(Xi)Vfl*(X2) = t. By the disjunction property, this implies that either a*(X\) = t,
or a*(X2) = t, from which the assertion follows.

To show that (L, M) preserves cocartesian arrows over product projections (all
cocartesian arrows, in the case with equality), le t/ : A —> βbeaproductprojection
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(an arbitrary arrow in the case with equality); let X be over A in 6. We need to show
that Lf maps MX surjectively onto M(3/X). Let b € M(3fX); i.e., b: 1 —> B in
B, and b*(3fX) = t. Consider the pullback,

A f > B

ι\ μ

(in the case without equality, A = C x 5, ^ = lc x 6). By stability, t = b*(3/X) =
3\cg*(X). By the existence property, there is c: 1 —> C such that c*g*(X) = t.
But then, for a = gc:l —• A, we have a*(X) = t, hence a e M(X); also,
fa = fgc = bole o c = b, hence L(f)(a) = b, as required.

The preservation of the terminal object and binary products in the fibers is rather
automatic.

For the unique arrow !: 1# —> Iβ, !*(f) = f by stability. Therefore, by the
assumptionf φ t, we have that! £ M (f), i.e., M (f) = 0. Since (L, M) is amorphism
of fibrations, and 0A, the initial object of the fiber CΛ, is !^(f), it follows that for all
A e B, M(0A) — 0. We have shown that (L, M) preserves initial objects in the
fibers.

This completes the verification of the fact that (L, M) e c(=)[6, IP(Set)].
Let (K,N) e c(=)[e,ίP(Set)]. The unique t\L —> K takes any a =

L(a)(ϊ) ({!} = 1 = L(1B), a-As-^Ae L(A)) to tA(a) = ^M=^ίΓ(fl)(!) ({!}
= 1 = K(\B))> by the naturality square,

L^ — w r ~ L { A )

and, if (t, m): (L, M) —• (AT, iV), for X e GA, mx: M(X) —• W(X) must be the
restriction of £Λ This certainly shows that there is at most one arrow (L, M) —>
(K, N). But, for any a e M(X) as before, the "cartesian square",

t = a*(X) C-+X

e
ΐ . s-H" A

is taken by (K, N) to the pullback,

1 = N(t) • N(X)

incl

1 = K^-K(aΓ-> K(A)

from which it follows that K[a] e N(X). This means that tA'.L(A) —• K(A) does
restrict to an arrow mχ:M(X) —> N(X); clearly, we have an arrow (I, m): (L, M)
—> (K, N) as desired.
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Proposition 2.3 Assume that the c~-po-fibration Gcιhas the disjunction and exis-
B

tence properties. Then the category c~[G, ίP(Set)] has an initial object.

Proof: The proof is the same as that of Proposition 2.2; just ignore references to the
initial objects. Note that, for calibrations G, &, c~[C, Gf] is never empty. In fact,
it has a terminal object (L, Λf): 6 —> Gf in which L is terminal in car(#, /?')> and
M takes every object in any fiber into the corresponding terminal object.

The key to the proof of completeness is an appropriate version of the slice-
category (comma-category) construction. Recall ([4],[26]) that the slice-category
C/C (C I C in the notation of [2]) inherits many properties of C, and that the
passage from C to C/C corresponds to adjoining an indeterminate arrow of the form
x: 1 —> C to C (see also Exercise 1, p. 64 in [13]). The latter fact relates the
slice-category construction to the process of adjoining new individual constants in
the usual (Henkin-style) proof of completeness.

Let G ί be a prefibration, A e B and X an object over A. We can form

the slice-categories C/X,B/A (an object of B/A is an arrow B —> A, an arrow
B — > c

(B —> A) —> (C —> A) is a commutative triangle ^ V ^ ). There is an

obvious functor C/X —> B/ A given by the functor 6: it maps the object Y -^> Xto

GY —> A, and similarly for arrows. By definition, this is the prefibration C/(A, X),
or G/X (A can be suppressed in the notation since it is given with X). Thus an object

over B —> A in G/X is of the form B -+ A where the mapping is by G.

We have the forgetful morphism of prefibrations (Fy Φ):G/X —> G where

F .B/A —> BandΦ:C/X — • Care the usual forgetful functors (F maps B —> A

to B, etc.).

In the following proposition, we use the expression "create" in a sense analogous

to the one found in [2]; the precise sense is revealed in the proof.

Proposition 2.4 (i) The forgetful functor (F, Φ):G/X —> G creates cartesian

arrows, and cocartesian arrows.

(ii) If G is afibration, (F, Φ) creates initial objects and binary coproducts in

the fibers.

(Hi) If Gis afibration whose fibers have pullbacks, then the fibers of G/X have
binary products. If G is a po-prefibration, (F, Φ) creates binary products in the
fibers.

(iv) If G is afibration, then the terminal object of the fiber over B —> A in
C/(A, X) exists and it is the cartesian arrow f*(X) —> X over f. (Thus, the
terminal objects in the fibers are not created by the forgetful functor.)
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Proof: (i) Consider the following diagram.

Y — — ^ - Z

D-±+ B^——± — — ^ C

The numbers indicate the order in which the arrows are introduced. The data marked 1
K C 7

give an arrow ι —> ι, in B/A and an object in Q/X over the codomain of this
arrow; the goal is to find a cartesian arrow over the given arrow with the given
codomain. The claim is that if we forget A and X, and we take the cartesian arrow
Y —• Z over B —• C, then we can uniquely complete the picture and get a
cartesian arrow as desired. So, let Y —> Z (marked 2) be a cartesian arrow (in 6) as
said. Composing Y —> Z and Z —• X gives Y —> X, and now we have an object
\ over \ with an arrow \ —> \. To verify that the latter is cartesian, we test it
x u A z xx
with i —> i (marked 4; U —> X is necessarily the composite U —> Z —> X)

D β C

over the composite ι —> ι —> ι. Using cartesianness in C, we get a unique

U —> Y over D —> B making the upper triangle commute. The commutativity

of the quadrangle UYZX expresses the fact that we have an arrow u± —> \ this
completes the verification that \ —• \, is cartesian oveu —> ί.

XX A A

Let us turn to cocartesian arrows. We consider this diagram.

Y ^zz— IZ^^2

x

/ A v
1 S^ 4 ^ v 1

5 ^ ^ — ί — ^ ^ C

The arrow Y —> Z is assumed chosen to be a cocartesian arrow over B —> C.
The universal property of Y —• Z gives us Z —> X over C —> A making
YZX commute; now we have an object I in C/X, and an arrow I —> I over

X XX

I —> t When testing the latter for cocartesianness by I —> i we can choose the
A A XX

(unique) Z —> U over C —> D by the cocartesianness of Y —> Z in 6, and
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then we use the uniqueness part of the cocartesianness of Y —> Z to conclude from
(UXoZU) o YZ = ZX o YZ that the triangle ZUX commutes, which fact is needed
to have an arrow I —• 4.

X X

(ii) Suppose ϊ,f are two objects over / 1 and that Y + Z exists in GB. Then, the
arrows Y —> X, Z —> X give rise to arrows Y —• f*X, Z —> f*X in the fiber
Cβ, and by the universal property of Y + Z we havea specific arrow Y + Z —> f*X,
which, composed with the cartesian arrow f*X —> X over /, gives Y -f Z —> X

over /, defining the object 4, in G/ X; we claim that this is the coproduct of I and
z X x

I. We leave it to the reader to verify the required universal property, as well as the
x
proof for the initial object.

(iii) Let y \, z I be objects over / i let c: f*X —> X be a cartesian arrow
XX A

over /, let y'\ Y —> f*X, τ!\ Z —> f*X be arrows over 1# such that y = c o yf,
z = c o z' and let

w P > Y

z-^rχ

be a pullback diagram in QB . The desired product of y and z in (Q/X)f is the

composite W —> f*X -^> X, with d the (common) diagonal in the pullback
square; the projections are given by p and q. The verification of the universal
property is straightforward.

The second assertion for the case of G being a po-fibration is a special case,
since in that case the pullback w is the same as the product Z Λ F .

(iv) The assertion is obvious; the difference to the other operations is noteworthy.
Let now G 4, be a fibration, and assume that the fibers of C have binary products

and that the pullback functors preserve them. Let X be an object over A e B. By
Proposition 2.4 (i), S/(A, X) is a fibration. Under these conditions we have the
morphism:

c—^c/x
ej \e/x

(D, Δ) : e —• e/(A, X) :: B • B/A
of prefibrations defined as follows./) is the "usual" functor;

BxA ^ ^ *CxA

D(B) = π'BT , and D(B Λ c ) = ΐ ^ ^ A ^<Γ
A A

T o d e f i n e Δ , l e t Y b e o v e r B; c o n s i d e r t h e p r o d u c t p r o j e c t i o n s B <^— B x A —> A ,
and let Y x X=defπ

:¥Y x π'*X, an object over B x A. We let Δ(Y)=defY x X.
Tb define the effect of Δ on arrows, let us first note that, under the hypotheses,

the binary products in the fibers have a more general universal property that acts
across fibers, as follows. Given Y and Z over C, the arrow /: B —> C, the object
W over B, and the arrows y: W —> Y, z: W —> Z over /, then there is a unique
w: W —> Y x Z over / such that y = π o w, z = π' o w (briefly, we have the
product property "over a fixed / in the base"). The proof of this is straightforward,
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by pulling back the product diagram Y <£— Y x Z -^> Z over C along / into the
fiber over B where it remains a product diagram by assumption.

Given u: Y —> Z over / : B — • C in G, we define M X X F X X — • Z x
X over / x \A : B x A — • C x A. The commutative square,

5 x A / x l A ) C X A

gives a unique υ:π*Y —> π£Z over / x X making the square,

π*Y υ > 7Γ*Z
y\ \y

Y > Z
u

commute (the γ denote the corresponding cartesian arrows). Similarly, we get the

arrow w:π[*X —> π£X. With the projections π\Y / ^ F x x Λ π[*X, we

have υ o p\\ Y x X —> π%Z, w o ρ[: Y x X — • π^X over / x 1 Λ , and by

the extended universal property of the product Z x X = π£Z x π'^X, we get the

desiredu x X:Y x X —+ Z x X.

The definition of Δ on arrows is A(Y - % Z) = u x X. We leave it to the
reader to verify the functoriality of Δ. This completes the definition of δ = (D, Δ ) :

e —> e/x.
Proposition 2.5 Assume 6 4, w afibration, its fibers have binary products, preserved

by thepullback junctors. With X e C, letδ: 6 —> G/X be the canonical morphism.

(i) G/X is afibration and δ is a morphism offibrations.

(ii) δ preserves existing binary products and terminal objects in the fibers ofG.

(Hi) δ preserves any binary coproduct in a fiber which satisfies the distributive
law and is preserved by pullback functors, δ preserves the initial object in a fiber
provided it is preserved by pullback functors.

(iv) δ takes cocartesian arrows over f into cocartesian arrows provided Σ/ is
stable and satisfies Frobenius* reciprocity.

Proof: The verifications are based on the identifications given in Proposition 2.4 of
the operations in G/X. We restrict ourselves to the proof of (iv) in the special case
when G is a po-fibration. Let us start with the diagram,

BxA — / x A , > Cx A

7ΐ\ A 7Γ2

B j • C
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in the base category, and let Y be over B. Using Proposition 2.4 (i), we see that
the assertion amounts to the equality 3/ X A(F λ X) = 3fY λ X, where we have
replaced the notation x by λ. But,

3fxA(YλX) = 3fxA(nfY Λπ[*X) (definition)

= 3fxA(πίYΛ(fxA)*πί*X) (since π{ = πf

2 o (/ x A))

= 3/ x A (n* Y) Λ (π'2* X) (Frobenius reciprocity)

= πί*3fYΛπfX (stability)

= 3fY ΛX (definition)

(Without assuming the fibers being posets, one needs to verify additional commuta-
tivities.)

Our interest lies in the case when G is a c^-po-fibration. e/(A, X) will not
be a c^-po-fibration since the base category B/A will not be cartesian (products in
B/A require pullbacks in B). Therefore, we cut down the prefibration G/(A, X) to
a smaller one, denoted 6//(A, X), which will have a cartesian base category. We

β x A

take the full subcategory B//A of B/A on the objects π1 4, , the ones that are in
the image of the functor D\B —> B/A defined above. It is well-known (and easily
seen) that D preserves all products existing in B\ it follows that B//A is cartesian,
and the induced functor, denoted by the same symbol D: B —> B/A is cartesian as
well. The prefibration C//(A, X) is defined as the full sub-prefibration of 6/(A, X)
with base category B//A. In other words, the fiber of 6//(A, X) over any ϊ is the

B

 A

same as the fiber of C/(A, X) over 4,
Clearly, (£>, Δ) defined above gives δx = S = (D, Δ) : G —> C//(A, X).
It is clear that Propositions 2.4 and 2.5 imply their own versions in which G/X

is replaced by G//X.
Corollary 2.6 (i) Suppose that Gcιisa c(-)-po-fibration, X eC. Then G//X is a

c^-po'fibration, and the canonical morphism 8χ: G —> G//X is a c^-morphism.
(ii) The analogous statement, with G/Xfor G//X, for the case with equality.

Proof: The assertions follow from Propositions 2.4 and 2.5 (for G//X). For (i), note
that by the assumption of G being posetal, the condition 2.4 (iii) on the existence of
pullbacks is satisfied.

Let me note that for not necessarily posetal ĉ ~ -̂fibrations, there is a variant
(a third one) of the slice construction, Q///X, with similar properties as stated in
Corollary 2.6; in this, we take full subcategories of the fibers in G//X, similarly
to the way the base category of G//X was constructed from that of 6/X; in the
posetal case, the construction gives the same result as G//X. For c(=)-fibrations,
the construction Sx: G —> Q/X9 and for c^-fibrations, the construction Sx: G —>
G///X, answers the universal property of the (free) extension of G obtained by
adjoining an "indeterminate" global element of X; these facts will not be used here.

From now on, we will assume that G is a ĉ ~ -̂/?o-fibration. We discuss how
slicing contributes to obtaining the disjunction and existence properties. Let X be
over A in 6; δ = δx: G —• G//X.
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We claim that, in C//X, δx has a global element. Note first that the terminal

x^x

object of the base category B/A of G//X is 1 A t and t of G//X is Y ^ ~[ .With
A

^ = (U, 1A) : A —> A x A we have, ^

^A: le//x — * «(A):: A ^ ^ d ^ ^ > A χ A

3(X) = X/lX withX λ X = π*XΛπ'*X, andd*(X λ X) = d*π*XΛd*π'*X =

X A X = X (it is mainly here that we use the "po-" assumption in an essential way).

Therefore, by Proposition 2.4 (i), in S//X, we have d%δ(X) = t, which shows the

assertion.

It is a particular case of the last assertion that for U e C l β , we have δu(U) = t
in G//U. Namely, by the above, the object δu(U) over \B/A has a global element,
from which it follows that it is equal to t.

Going back to the calculation of the second last paragraph, if Y is an object also

over A, then d*AδxY = in particular X < Y in 6 just in case d\δχX < d*AδxY

in e//X.
In the next proposition, we describe to what extent the morphisms δx are con-

servative.

Proposition 2.7 Assume that Gis a c^-po-fibration.
(i) Let X be over AίnG . IfX has global support (see before Proposition 2.2)

then δx: 6 —> G//X is conservative.
(ii) Let X\ v X2 = t in the fiber over 1, and assume Y £ Z in GB. Then for

either i = 1 or for i = 2, δXi Y -£ δXi Z (that is, either δXι or δX2 is conservative for
Y and Z).

(Hi) Analogous statements for the case with equality, with G/Xfor G//X.

Proof: (i) Assume F, Z are over B in G, and δxY < δxZ\ that is, Y λ X < Z λ X
over B x A. Looking at the pullback diagram,

B x A π' ) A

let us calculate:

3π(Y ΛX) = 3Jΐ(π*Y Λπ'*X) = Y A 3ππ
/:¥X (Frobenius)

= YA(IB)*3\AX (stability)

= YA(\B)H (full support)

= Y A leB ((!β)* preserves 1)

= Y.

Similarly, 3π(Z λ X) = Z. Thus, the assumption Y λ X < Z λ X implies Y < Z
as desired.
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(ii) We show the contrapositive. Assume δχi Y < δχ{ Z in Q//Xi for both i = 1
and i — 2. This means Y A Xi < Z A Xi in 6; taking the joins of the left sides as
well as the right sides and using the (dual of the) distributive law we conclude Y < Z
as desired.

For the proof of Theorem 2.1, we use directed colimits in the category Cat""*'' of
small prefibrations in the standard sense; see e.g. [2]; in fact, we need only ordinals
(as well-ordered sets; every ordinal a is the set of ordinals < α) as indexing sets
for our colimits; we will use the well-known properties of directed colimits without
explicit quotations. A rather straightforward directed colimit construction (given
in Lemma 2.8 below) iterating the slice construction, ensures the disjunction and
existence properties in a suitable extension of any given c^-fibration; an application
of Proposition 2.2 (and its proof) will complete the proof.

C ( \
L e m m a 2.8 Assume Q lis a cκ~}-po-fibration (with equality), X and Y objects

β

in it over the same A such that X ^ Y. Then there is a c^ -po-fibration Ί) (with
equality), with a c^-morphism ( c^-morphism) φ: 6 —> Ί) such that D has the
disjunction and existence properties and such that φX £φY.

Proof: In the proof, we ignore the case with equality; there is essentially no change
in the proof for equality. The construction is by transfinite recursion.

Let λ be an infinite cardinal at least as great as Ho, and the cardinalities of the sets
of arrows of C and/?. An ordinal is even (odd) if it is of the form δ + In (δ + (2n - 1)
) with some n < ω, n ψ 0 and with some limit ordinal δ. Let a H> (βa, γa) be an
enumeration such that for every β, γ < λ there is at least one even, as well as at least
one odd, a < λ with a > β such that (βy γ) = (βa, γa).

By recursion on ordinals a, β < λ, we define the following items:

• Sα, a c^-po-fibration; Co = 6;

• ϊorβ < a,φβa:Qβ —> eαac^-morphism;theψβa satisfy φaa = ideα, ψβao
φγβ = φya for γ < β < a < λ; furthermore, ψoaX £ φoaY for the given X
andF;

• for each a < λ, an enumeration (~f ) y < λ of all objects of Qa of global support;
BY

• for each a < λ, an enumeration ((Uy, Vγ))γ<χ of all pairs (ί/, V) of objects
over lβa with the property that U v V — t.

For a — 0, we put Go = C. Suppose 0 < a < λ, and all items with indices
< a have been defined. If a is a limit ordinal, we consider the directed diagram
((£β)β«χ, (φγβ)γ<β<cί)> and we let Cα be the colimit ofthis diagram in the category of
prefibrations. Because of preservation properties of directed colimits, it is pretty clear
that Ga so defined is a c^-fibration (strictly speaking, this requires checking each
and every condition in the definition of "c^-fibration"). We let φβa be the colimit
coprojection Gβ —> Qa; ψβa is ac^-morphism, and the equalities φβa°φγβ = ψγa
hold for all γ < β < α; <pαα=<fe/ideα. Since the cardinality of Cα is clearly < λ, we
can specify the two required enumerations for a we do that in an otherwise arbitrary
way. Elementary properties of directed colimits imply that ψoaX £ φoaY continues
to hold.

Next, let a be an even (successor) ordinal, a = δ + 1. Find (β> γ) = (βaj γa)\
if β yt a, put Gα = 65, φsa = le4. If β < oί9 look at the object \ with global

c
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support in the given enumeration for β. Note that ψβs Z in G& has global support. Let
6 α = Gδ//<PβδZ> and<^δα = δz\ φsa'- C* —> Ga isamorphismofc^-fibrations. By
Proposition 2.7 (i), φoaX £ φoaY is a consequence of φo$X £ φo$Y. The definition
of the (other) ψβa is obvious.

Finally, when a is odd, we use the other enumeration for δ we use Proposition 2.7
(ϋ), and define Ga as one of two possible slices making φ^X £ φ^Y continue to
hold.

This completes the recursive definition. We let Ί) be the colimit of all the Ga,
a < λ, φ: G —> Ί) the colimit coprojection; clearly, φ is a morphism of c ( - ) -
fibrations, and φX -£ φY. Let φa\. Ga —> Ί) be the colimit coprojection, for any
a < λ. Any object IT in D with global support comes from some f of global support

D C

in Gβ for some β < λ; i.e., W = ψβχ(Z) this is obvious from properties of directed
colimits.

z rf
We have some γ < λsuchthati: = τ t , and there is some even a > β,a = δ+l,

such that {β, γ) = {βa, γa). The construction of Ga = Gs//ψβsZ adds a global
element to <psct(<PβδZ) = ψβaZ9 and then, of course, W = ψβ\(Z) = φaλ(ψβaZ) will
also have a global element.

We have verified that the existence property holds in D. The verification of the
disjunction property is similar.

Proof of Theorem 2.1: According to the alternative formulation of Theorem 2.1,
assume X and Y are over A and X £ Y. Consider 6 = G//X, and X = d*Aδx(X) =
t, and Y = dχδχ(Y) in 6. By the calculation before Proposition 2.7, X £ Ϋ.
Apply Lemma 2.8 to 6, X, Ϋ. We get φ: G —> Ί), with φX £ φY [in particular,
f Φ t in case we have c-fibrations], and Ί) having both the disjunction and existence
properties. Consider the initial model μ = (L,M):T) —> ίP(Set) given by 2.3
(2.4). According to the definition of (L, M), M(φΫ) c L(1B) = {!} consists of all
the global elements of φY. However, the only global element that could appear is
the unique arrow !: 1# —> 1B, the identity; and if it is a global element of φY, then
φY =\*φΫ = t = φX, a contradiction. This means that M(φΫ) = 0, the empty set.
We conclude that (μφ)(X) ^ (μφ)(Y), the first set being {!}, the second 0.

Consider the composite v = μ o φ o δχ\ G —> IP(Set). If we had v(X) <
v(F), then (μφ)(δxX) < (μφ) (6χF), hence (μφ)(d*AδχX) < (μφ) {d\δχY\ i.e.,
(μφ)(X) < (μφ)(Y), a contradiction. We have produced a model v = (K, N):
G —> 3>(Set) such that N(X) £ N(Y) as desired.

3 Some categorical constructions The first proposition to be stated in this section
is due to Day [3], and it concerns the fact that a "power" CA (= [Λ, C], the category of
functors A —> C) of a cartesian closed category C is again cartesian closed provided
C is sufficiently complete (has enough limits). (In fact, Day's result is much more
general than this; it is about monoidal closed categories.) The formula expressing the
exponentiation operation for the functors uses the construction of ends ("integrals")
(see [2]). Ends will be used in the fibrational generalization to be given later of Day's
result as well.

An end is a particular kind of limit. LetA and Cbe categories, F:A°Vχ A —> C
be a functor (a "bifunctor" because of the two variables, in this case both ranging
over A; see [2], especially II.3, on special properties of bifunctors). We consider the
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diagram in C consisting of objects and arrows as follows:

F(B,B)^^FUΛB)

here, A, B and / : A —> B range over all objects and arrows of C. More precisely,
we have the graph E whose objects are all symbols (A) and (A, B) for A, B e A,
and whose arrows are all (f):(A) —> (A, B) and (f)':(B) —> (A, B) with
/ : A — • B in A; the diagram Φ:E — • C takes (A) to Φ((A» = F(A, A);
Φ ( ( / » = F ( 1 A , / ) , Φ«/>0 = F(/, 1A).

A cone on Φ is called a wedge (to F). In other words, a wedge consists of an

object P eC and of arrows P -^> F(A, A) (projections) such that all instances of

P^^ F(A, B)

^ ^ ^ F(B, B)^^>^

commute.
A limit of Φ, if it exists, is called an end ofF, and it is denoted by / F, or more

descriptively, fAeA F(A, A).
A particular bifunctor is given by exponentiation. Let C be a cartesian closed

category. Let us adopt the notation

eAtB'.Ax BA —> B

for the evaluation arrow, and
/ ~ : C — > B A

for the transpose of / : A x C —> B (that is, eA,B o ( U x /~) = /) .
We have the bifunctor:

Exp:CopxC —•> C

( / ί , l β ) H ^ Bf\BA'-+BA

A'

where we use the notation β ̂  = (eA',̂  o (/ x 1BA'))~ and gΛ = (g o eA,^)".

Proposition 3.1 (cf. [3]) Assume C is (bi(~)-)cartesian closed, A is any category,
and assume that C has limits indexed by graphs the size of A . Then CA is (bi(~)-)
cartesian closed as well. In particular, the exponential GF, for FyG e CA, is given
by the formula,

(GF)(A) = ί (GBΫFB)

JA-+BeA
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Remark. With A\A denoting the "comma" category whose objects are the arrows
B

A —> B, and whose arrows are the commutative triangles ^ ^ C > and with the
obvious forgetful functor ΔA:A\A — • A, the formula in the proposition abbreviates
(GF)(A) = f Expo(A^ x Δ A ) . The proposition is a special case of Proposition 3.6
below when the base category of G is taken to be the terminal category.

We introduce some notation for working with fibrations. Assume throughout

that β i is a fibration; for much of what follows, C is fixed; letters A, B,... denote

objects of B, U,V>... objects of C.
Although we emphasized that cartesian arrows are defined only up to isomor-

phism, to facilitate the discussion, we assume that appropriate choices of cartesian
arrows have been made; the notation γ*:a*Y —> Y (already introduced in Section
1) refers to such a choice. Similar steps are taken in respect to the further structure
involved in c-fibrations, etc.

Along with notation, we list a few elementary facts; their proofs are left to the
reader.

Let w: W —> Y be over the composite of D —> C —> B. The unique arrow
t: W —> a*Y over c for which w = γξ o t is denoted by w' (strictly speaking, we
should write w'bc).

If, in addition, z: W —> Z is over be, u: Y —> Z over 1#, then

. ^ r a*Y ^rY

W^^^ a*u W ^^ \u

z^^^ a*2 commutes iff z ^ ^ ^ - commutes. (1)

In the situation depicted we have the equality shown:

W - ^ Z^->Y

D _ ^ c -£+ B
 ::(yo z ) " = & ° z ) ' ; ( 2 )

and in particular,

Z -^ Y

DJL+C^B
 m (yorczr = c*(yr 0)

With data as in (3), we have the natural isomorphism φ — φb,c'.c*b* - ^ (bey
defined in Section 1. For this φ, and w: W —> Y over be, we have,

φY o w" = w\ (4)

Lemma 3.2 (i) Let A e B and assume that the limit of Γ:/—>QA exists and it
is preserved by all pullback functors a*: GA—>QB. Then the limit limΓ e S A with
projections πι: 1 imΓ —> Γ / (/ eΓ) satisfies the following "extended " limit property.
Given any a: B—>A and any family (xj: Y—>Γ/>/€/ of arrows, all over a, such
thatxj = Γ/ OJC/ for all arrows i: I—>J inl("extended cone"), there is a unique
x: Y—>limΓ over a such that xj = πj o xfor all I el.

(ii) The analogous property holds for colimits in the fibers, in fact, without any
assumption on preservation by pullback functors.
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Proof: (i) For any cone (yj: Y—>β*Γ/)/€/ in GB on the diagram Γ, let (yi)l€j
denote the unique y: Y—>a*(limΓ) in GB such that yι = <2*7Γ/ o y for all / € / (y
exists by assumption). Then the required x is x = yα

l i m Γ o (x}>/€/.
(ii) is similar.

Proposition 3.3 LetM.*j, Gcιbe prefibrations.

(i) IfG is afibration, then so is (M, C), and the projections KM' (3VC, C)—>C
βre morphisms offibrations (Le.f thefibration structure of{M, G) is computed com-
ponentwise).

(ii) IfQ is a c(~)-fibration (with equality), then so is (M, Q), and the projections
7TM.' (3Vt, C>—>G are c(~)-morphisms (c=-morphisms).

Proof: Let Φ be over G in (M, C), h: F—>G in [L, C]. Then for Φ = /**Φ, we can
take the functor Φ: Aί—>C defined as follows. For M over L in M, we put

Φ(M)=defhl^M)

and for m : Λf—>N over £: L—>Ky Φ(m) is the unique arrow over F(£) that makes
the diagram,

A*ΨM -^ > ΨM

Φ(m) Ψ(m)

/z^ΦA^ — > ΦiV

commute (i.e., Φ(£) = (Ψm o Ύh^ί)\FL /**)• T*16 cartesian arrow γ^:h*^—^Φ
has components γ^: h*LΨM—>ΦM, themselves cartesian in G. The verification of
these assertions is omitted.

(ii) Suppose h: F—>G in [L, C] is such that 3hι: QFL—>QGL is defined for
all L e L. Then 3h: (M, C) F —>(M, C)G is defined; its definition is "dual" to that
h* given above. If h is a product projection, then every component hL is a product
projection; hence, if C is a c(~)-fibration, 3^ exists. The componentwise nature of the
structures involved implies that the stability condition for 3^ will also be inherited to
(M, C) from C.

The finite limit and colimit structure of the fibers in (M, C) uses Lemma 3.2.
Again, stability follows from stability in C by the componentwise nature of the
operations.

For the purposes of the next lemma, we introduce some further notation. Using
that the pullback functors α*: QB—>QA(a: A—>B) preserve binary products, we

have a canonical isomorphism α*(X x Y) - ^ a*X x α*F whenever X, Y e GB.

We write p for the inverse of this isomorphism, so that we have p:a*X x a*Y -ZL>
α* (X x Y) (it would be more precise to write pxj, but we will suppress subscripts, in
this case as well as with other canonical arrows). Also, if x: U—>X, z: W—> Z are
both over c: B—>Cf then x x z is the arrow U x W—>X x Z over c, given by the
extended product property ofXxZ,forwhich7Γχ,z°(*X£) = x,π'xzo(xxz) = z.
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Lemma 3.4 (i) In a cartesian closed category, assume the data,

U W UxW - V

x z y

Y Z X x Z Y _
Q (5)

Then we have:

UxW > V

x x z y

XxZ > Y
q commutes (6)

if and only if

w °Z . ytf^y1'

z Yυ

q~ commutes. (7)

(ii) More generally, assume G is a h^-fibration, and let the data under (5) be
"over c\" in 6; that is, o over lβ, q over \c> x,y and z over c. Then (6) commutes

c

iff (8) does, where (8) is,

w °Z . yu^(y')u

z (c*Y)u

C (c*qopΓ {C Y) (8)

a B

(Hi) In addition to the assumptions of(ii), also assume ^** c > a commutative
triangle. Then, if (6) commutes, so does (9).

a*W ( α*"°^~ (fl*V)«C!!lto o a*y')^u

φoa*z (b*Y)a*u

^^7u*γ\φoa*x
u*γ ^ (h*YΫ*x

b Z (b*qop)~ {b Y) (9)

Proof: The proof is a routine calculation. The second part is obtained by using the
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first; one passes from (6) to the commutative diagram,

UxW • V

x x z y'

c*X x c*Z > c*F
(c*q o p)

in the fiber QB, and one uses part (i) to the last diagram as (6). For (iii), we pull back
(8) along a, and one gets a pentagon whose commutativity implies that of (6) (in fact,
this does not even use the preservation of exponentials by pullback functors).

To introduce further notation, assume a: A—>B, and x over A; assume that
ΠaX exists; the corresponding counit will be denoted a%\ a*ΠaX—>X. For any
x: a*Y—>X, the notation JC#: Y—>UaX will stand for the unique arrow such that
x = oc% o 0*(JC#) (JC# is the transpose of x along the adjunction a* H Πa). With
υ : U—>X over A, Πaυ: ΠaU—>ΠaX is given by Uaυ = (v o α ^ ) # ; we have the
functor I V . e Λ — > C * .

Lemma 3.5 In the situation

z 1 *γ

c * -β

c \a

D j -A

c*Z d a*Y

- I x I -
W -X

(in which υ is in QD, Z e Gc, y is over b, d is over x, u is in GA), with the square in
the base category assumed to commute, we have that

(U# o y)
z — - — • b*nax

v« {d*a* o ψΠax)#

ncw > ncd*x
Πc(x) commutes (10)

if and only if
(y o v?)'

C * Z

 κγ Yc) > a*Y

v u

W > X
x commutes (11)
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Proof: First, a remark of explanation. We have, by assumption, be = ad; there-

fore, we have the canonical isomorphism ψ:c*b* - ^ d*fl*, the composite of
c*b*^h ( f e c)* = (ad^ V ϊ rf*fl*; M s i s b e i n S referred to in (10).

By (3) and (4), one easily sees that d*(y o )/?) = ψyo c*(y') Therefore, using
(1), (11) commutes iff

c * z £!0O „ c O T fl ^d*a*γ

-I , i .
W ! -ί X ( ] 2 )

does. By the naturality of the adjunction-isomorphism for c* -\ΠC, the left-bottom
composite in (10) is the tranpose (#) of the left-bottom composite in (12). Hence, it
suffices to show the analogous statement for the upper-right composites in (10) and
(12). But, again by naturality, the upper-right composite in (10) is the transpose of
the composite of the three left-hand side arrows in

c*(u# o y ϊ ^ ^ c*z^^c*y

c*b*UaX —-j c*fc*F
I c*fo*M* I

d*a*ΠaX ^ A J ί d*a*Y

Thus, it suffices to have the commutativity of the outside perimeter of the last diagram.
The square in the middle is an instance of the naturality of ψ. The upper triangle is
an instance of (1), after applying c*; the lower triangle is the defining commutativity
for M#, with d* applied to it.

Let K be an infinite cardinal. A category is of size < K if the set of its arrows
(and objects) is of size < κ\ a prefibration is of size < K if both its base and total
category are of size < K. The main result of this section is the following proposition.

Proposition 3.6 Suppose the fibers of Q have limits of< κ-size diagrams, preserved
by the pullback functors of G, and suppose M is a prefibration of size < K. If G is a
h^-fibration (with equality), then so is (M, G).

Proof: Part 1, exponentials in the fibers Let Φ, Ψ be in (3VC, G)F; we will construct
Σ = Ψ φ in (M, G)F; we will have, for any M over L in M,

ΣM= ί ((Fί)*VN)iFί)*ΦN (13)
J(LM)^(K,N)

More precisely, let A e B, and let G\A denote the ("comma"-) category whose
objects are pairs (a: A—>B eB,Y e GB), arrows

(a: A—+B eB,Y e GB)—+φ: A—+C eB,Y e Gc)
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in Q\A are arrows (c, z) : (#, Y)—>(C, Z) in Q such that £ ^ C commutes.
The composition in C\ A is defined in the obvious way; we have a forgetful functor
Δ A : G\A—>B\A. We define the bifunctor,

ExpA : (e\A) o p x C\A—+CA

by

(Λ^iA-Λ|)^>(fo*Z)^,

* C (fc*z)«*y

(A ^ > ί, A ^ i , <-. ZU) ̂  I (φo b*tYY,

5-f Y b z Φ*Z)a*Y

^B' y c φ*zyrt*'

Given M over L in M, we have the functor,

ΦM:M\M—>e\A

defined by:

(L,M)^$(K,N)^FL-^Φ^
FK

am^-^n F^^FK ΦN

ΨM is defined similarly. Let us consider,

Φ M x ψ M : (M\M) o p x (M\M)—>(e\A) o p x (C\A)

and finally the composite,

Γ=def ΓM=def ExpA o (Φ°* x Ψ M ) : (M\M) o p x ( M \ M ) - ^ e A . (14)

The expression (13) stands for the end of the bifunctor (14).
To establish formula (13), let us consider an arbitrary Ξ over F in (M, C),

together with an arrow μ:Ξ x Φ—>Ψ in (3VC, C)F (recall that the product Ξ x Φ
was calculated above). Let us fix L and M as before, and consider any m: M—>N;
l=def M(m): L—>K. Let us define ζm as the composite of,

Ξ M

 ( Ξ ^ > (Fί)*ΞN

 ( ( ( F * ) V " ) c * r ) ((Fi)**N)W**N (15)

I claim that (ζm)m'M-+N is a wedge to the bifunctor Γ. To verify this assertion,

^ ? ' ^ f •
let ^ P be an arrow in M\M\ let j ^ / be the triangle "underlying" the
previous one in L;

a ̂  B Ft, FK
A ^c FL ^Fj

let A j — c be r ^ FJ in#,
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ΦN ΞN ΦN x ΞN ^ — ΨW

let the data in (5) be Φp Ξp

ΦP ΞP ΦP x ΞP ^ ΨP
μP

W En ΞN
and let r Φz be gi/ ^"^ I s* 7

With this notation, let us apply Lemma 3.4 (iii). The commutativity of the diagram
(5) is part of the naturality of μ. Hence, (9) commutes; in the diagram

a*W <at°°tf>{a VfZ^a.yru

T φoa*ϊ (b*Y)a*v

w' b*z yφ*γ)b*χ^φ"γγoatχ

(P'qopf

obtained from (9), the left-hand side triangle commutes, and the outside is the same

3 ^ Γ ( m ' m ) ^ w )
Ξ M ^ ^ Γ(m,n)

ζn Γ(n,n) ^PΛn)

This verifies the claim that (ζm)m:M-*N is a wedge to Γ^-
For any (L, M) in M, let us define ΣM over FL by ΣM = / ΓM, i.e., by

formula (13); let

π% = πm = 7r(,,m):M-,N: Σ M - ^ ( ( F Q * Ψ i V ) W Φ N

be the limit projections for the end defining ΣM. For any (̂ , m) : (L, M) -> (K, N),
there is a unique arrow over Ft, denoted Σm, such that,

^ ^ " ((Fjί)*yP)(FJ^*ΦP -^> ((F£)*ΨP)^F^*Φ P

Σm ^^^^^^

™ (16)

commutes for all ( , p) : (K, N)—> (J, P); here, y is the canonical cartesian arrow
over Fjy coming from the fact that (Fj)* preserves exponentials. The reason is that
{γ o π^m)p is, as is easily seen, a "generalized" wedge to Γjv, consisting of arrows
all over Fj the universal property of ΣN as an extended limit (end) (see Lemma 3.2
(ii)) implies the assertion.

It is easily seen that Σ:M—>C is a functor; it is over F in (M, 6).
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Next, we define vM : ΦM x Σ M — > Ψ M so that (vM)~ = π^ : Σ M — >
( Ψ M ) Φ M (for simplicity, we assume l*A = 1CA; there is enough freedom in the
choice of the pullback functors so that there is no loss of generality).

Note that in case p = 1#, the arrow γ in (16) is the identity. Taking into account
the definition of vNi taking p = \Ni and pulling back (16) to over Ft, we obtain the
commutativity of the following.

(Σm) «F£)**N)W»

^ β t y v N o Py
(Ft)*ΣN (17)

Let us apply Lemma 3.4 (ii), with c: B—>C standing for Ft: FL—>FK, and (5)
standing for,

ΦM ΣM ΦMxΣM ^ Φ M

Φm Σm

ΦN ΣN ΦNxΣN *VN
vN

The diagram (8) now commutes; in fact, when we draw the diagonal into (8), as in,

w °~ = *IM. vu^(y')u

z ^ \ ^ (c*Y)u

(c*q op) v >

the left-hand side triangle is (17), and the remaining quadrilateral is commutative
because {πm)m is a wedge. Thus we conclude that (6) commutes; this shows the
naturality of v = (VM)M- Φ χ Σ — > Φ .

Let us verify the universal property of v as evaluation for Σ = Ψ φ . Let
μ : Φ x Ξ—>Ψ be any arrow over I F in (M, 6). Let M be over L in M. As we
said above, {ζm)m:M^N as defined in (15) is a wedge to Γ^. Hence, by the universal
property of Σ M as an end of ΓV, we have a unique r\u: ΞM—> ΣM over FL such
that

ηM my*N)WφN

ΣM ( 1 8 )

commutes for all (£, m) : (L, Λί)—>(K, N). Now, when we look at,

ΞM ^ — ΞN ~^P

r)M r)N ((FJ)*ΨP)(^>*φi>

Σ M ΣΪΓ- Σ m Up (19)
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withm as before, and any (/, p) : (X, N)—• (/, P), we find that the outside pentagon
commutes; the reason is that πp o Σm = γ o πpm from (16); the definition of ζ easily
gives that ζp o Ξm = γ o ξ^m thus, the commutativity in question reduces to (18) with
pm for m. The right-hand side triangle of (19) commutes by (18). We conclude that
the two diagonals s, t: ΞM—>ΣN in (19) satisfy πp o s = πp o t for all p, which,
by the uniqueness part of the end-property of ΣiV, says that s = t. This means that
η = (ηM)M : Ξ—>Σ is natural.

Putting m = 1M in (18), we get that,
ΞM ~

ηM *M™

ΣM

commutes, which is equivalent to the commutativity of,

ΦM x ΞΛΓ

U M x ηM * M

ΦMx ΣM

in other words, μ = v o ( l φ x τ 7 ) a s required for the existence part of the universal
property. The uniqueness of η can also be read off what came before.

The preservation of exponentials by pullback functors in (M, S) is a consequence
of the same property in 6 and the assumed preservation of limits by pullback functors;
the details are left to the reader.

Proof: Part 2, Uh Let h: F—>G be in [L, Λ], Φ over F, Ψ over G in (M, G),
and let r:Λ*Ψ—>Φ be an arrow over If. In particular, for any K e L and iV
over K, we have the component r^'Λ^^N—>ΦN over FK, and by transpos-
ing, rN

#: ΨiV—>ΠhκΦN over GK. Now, if we also consider m\M—>N over
i: L—>K, then we have r # # o Ψm: ΨM—>ΠhκΦN over Gl, and qm=def(^N# °
Ψm) : Ψ M — > { G t γ i \ h κ Φ N over GL. We will point out that the qmi for fixed
(L, M), and varying (^, Â ) and (I, m), satisfy certain commutativities, involving
further arrows, all over GL, so that the qm form a cone over a diagram defined us-
ing Φ, without reference to Ψ. The "generic" such arrow r, af : Λ*Ψ—>Φ with
Ψ = ΓUΦ, will be obtained through the limit cone on that same diagram.

Consider the following situation:

E

f/ \e

C- b- -B

c a

D — d — * A

w s -x ( 2 0 )
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with the diagram in the base category B assumed commutative, and with x over d (it
is obtained by adding some items to, as well as taking some away from, the one in
Lemma 3.5). We may deduce the arrows,

e*ΠaX

f*{d*a* o ψUaXγ o φ-\x

f*ncw . f*ncd*x
/*Π c (x) (21)

all in GE; here, φ: f*b* - ^ e* = (bf)* is the canonical isomorphism, ψ is as in
Lemma 3.5. Assume given Φ:M—>C over F:L—>B, h: F—>G in [L, B],LeL

i K

and M over L; for the time being, let us fix these items. Further, let j - ^ / be

AT ±P

commutative in L, ^ ^ p commutative over the previous triangle (the new items
are considered variable), and let

GL

Gί/ \ Gk

GK ^ -G7

hκ hj

FK FJ—FJ

ΦN 42 »ΦP ( 2 2 )

instantiate (20). Let us denote the arrows in (21) derived from (22) as (20) by

Sn

\ς<n

*» nt~n LΌ

ty P (23)
(note that the two sources in (21) depend on m and n, through t and k, respectively,
in the same way; (23) is in the fiber GGL). The diagram we want is put together from
parts as in (23). More precisely, we consider the graph G whose objects are symbols

AT ±p

(m:M—>N), (M is fixed; the rest is variable), and the symbols ( ^ p ), with
the triangle commutative in L; the arrows of the graph are the symbols as in,

{n:M—>P)

(m:M—>N) • • *(hCΓ ΪP)
(n,p)i ί ^ P (24)
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The diagram Γ = ΓΦ: G—>GGL is defined by assigning (23) to (24). What we
claim is that the arrows qm=def(rN* o Ψm)1 : ΨM—>(Gi)*nhκΦN = Sm defined
above form a cone on Γ. This means the commutativity of the outside quadrilateral
in,

U ^ ^ . e*Tlax

\ \ f*(u*oy / /

„ \ Pz ——-—^f*b*nax
x /

(υ* o z)m\ /

f*ncw f*ncd*x
PUc(x) (25)

where, in addition to the previous identifications, we also take

U ΨM

Z^— Σ — ^ 7 t o b e ΨΛΓ^— *£__^ψp

and
c*Z a*Y h*κVN h*jVP

υ\ \u to be r ^ | \rp

W *X ΦN ΦP
Φp

But Lemma 3.5 is applicable, since (11) is the same as,

( Λ * Ψ ) # — ( f e * ψ ) / \ (h*ψ)p

ΓAΓI \rp

ΦN ΦP
Φp

which is the naturality of r. We conclude that the inner square in (25) commutes
(it is the same as (10) with /* applied to it). The left-hand side triangle in (25)
commutes by (4); the right-hand side triangle commutes by definition; and the upper
quadrilateral commutes, by applying (1), (2) and (4). Thus, (25) indeed commutes,
which shows our claim on {qm)m:M->N being a cone on Γ.

Let us define ΣM=^/limΓφ € QGL. The definition of Σ on arrows, and the
proof that Σ so defined qualifies as Π^Φ are closely parallel to the corresponding
parts of the first part of the proof, and will be omitted.

The stability of ΓU Φ is true for similar reasons as the preservation of exponen-
tials by pullback functors. Together with Proposition 3.3, this proves Proposition
3.6.

In the sequel, we will only use the special case of Proposition 3.6 with 6 a
po-fibration. In this case, we can give simpler formulas for the operations; the reason
is that the diagram of any limit in a poset is the same as the infimum of the objects
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involved (the arrows in the diagram play no role). I may add that the direct proof of
the special case in question would be considerably simpler than that of Proposition
3.6.

Corollary 3,6' Assume G lis an h^po-fibration (with equality), each fiber of

6 is a complete lattice, and all pullback functors a*: GB—>GA preserve infima of
arbitrary sets in GB. Then, for any prefibration M, (3Vt, G) is an h^-fibration (with
equality), and we have the following formulas:

for Φ, Ψ over F in <M, G), M over L in M,

(Φ—•ΨXAf) = /\ ((Fi)*ΦN—*(F£)*ΨW);
(£,m):(L,M)-»(tf,iV)

for h: F—>G in [L, B], Φ over F in (M, 6), M over L,

(WhΦ)(M)= /\ (Gi)*(yhκΦN).
(ί,m):(L,M)-+(K,N)

Let M *l, JΛ! Mί be prefibrations and μ = ( # , Ξ) : 3VC'—>M 2L morphism
£j U

of prefibrations. Then we have an induced functor μ* : [3vt, G]—>[M\ C] defined
by μ*(F, Φ) = (F o H, Φ o Ξ). In fact, we have an induced morphism {μ) =
<#, Ξ)=def(H\ μ*) : (M, 6)—>(M ;, 6) of prefibrations.

For any functor F:A—>B9 we say that F is quite surjective if the following
holds: for any A e A and any g: F(A)—>B in B, there is /: A—>A' such that
F(f) = g (in particular, F(Af) = B) (it would be enough to require the existence of
a commutative triangle,

F(A) ^ Ώ F(A')

with an isomorphism).

Proposition 3.6" (i) Assume 6 is afibration (c^-fibration). Then, for any mor-
phism ( # , Ξ):M'—>M of prefibrations, the induced (H> Ξ): (M, G>—>(JΛ\ G) is
a morphism offibrations (c^-morphism).

(ii) Assume G is a h^-po-fibration (with equality). Assume each fiber of 6 is a
complete Hey ting algebra. Let μ = (if, Ξ): M'—>M with Ξ:M'—>M as a quite
surjective functor. Then (μ): (3VC, 6)—>{M\ C) is an h^-morphism. If, in addition,
M and M have initial objects and Ξ maps the initial object ofM into that ofM, then
(μ) is conservative.

Proof: (i) This is easy because of the pointwise nature of the operations in question,
(ii) We rely on the formulas in Corollary 3.6/. Let us consider the data in the

following diagram.

π Φ

f " T * *C Φ Φ=VΛ(Φ)
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We have, for any (L, M) in M,

(VΛΦ)(Af)= Λ (Gl)*Qfhκ(ΦN)), (26)
(l,m):(L,M)^(K,N)

and, for any (Z/, Mf) in M',

(VΛjyΦΞ)(M') = Λ (Gl)*(yhκ(ΦN)). (27)
(£/,m0:(L',M/)-> (A'/,N0

With M = Ξ (MO, the comparison of (26) and (27) shows that in (27), the set of
which the meet is taken is a subset of that for (26), and, if for all m: M—>N, there is
m'\ Mf—>N' such that m = Ξ (mr) (which holds by the quite surjective hypothesis),
then those two sets coincide, showing that the two values in (26) and (27) are equal.

This shows that (μ) preserves V/s. The argument for the preservation of the
Heyting implications in the fibers is similar.

Under the additional hypothesis, the functor is surjective on objects. Thus, if
Φ ^ Φ' in the fiber over F, then there is M e M such that ΦM ^ Φ'M for
some Λf' e M', we have M = Ξ(Λf), hence (Φ o Ξ)(M') £ (Ψ o E)(M% hence
( Φ o Ξ ) ^ ( Ψ o Ξ), showing that (μ) is conservative.

We will need the technical result Proposition 3.9 below; we prove it after some
preparations.

Lemma 3.7 Consider the following commutative diagram in Set:

Ψ — S . x'^ m

C x Bf 7 B'

and assume that e, g are surjective, the left-hand side quadήlateral is apullback,
and m/ is one-to-one; also, the bottom square is built out of products as the notation
indicates. The e' is surjective as well.
Proof: The proof is a diagram chase; here it is.

5 2

y t- j x!

IP*C (c,b)i -b

{J, b') i V ^
8 3

The numbers next to the elements indicate the order in which the elements are chosen.
y exists because e is surjective; c' because g is surjective. At this point, we have
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(c', bf) mapping to (c, b) by g x / . By the pullback property of the left face, there is
/ mapping to (c\ bf) by n!. Now, if x" is the element y' maps to by e!, then, by the
commutativity of the front face, x" maps to b! by m'; since x1 also maps to bf by m',
x" = x1 by m' being one-to-one. Our goal was to find yf mapping to x1 by e\ and we
have achieved that goal.

For a c=-doctrine 6 ι, and an arrow / : A—># in B, we say that / is cocarte-

sian if the (uniquely determined) arrow 1A—>1# over / is cocartesian, i.e., when

Σ / ( 1 Λ ) — * l β is an isomorphism.

Corollary 3.8 Suppose 6 its a c=~po~doctrine, and consider the following dia-

gram, partly in C, partly in B:

Y - X

γ, ^ I ef γ , ^ u

i ^κ

C^ \ ^ί* f I ^J
C x B' 7 B'

object and arrows of the upper face are over the corresponding objects and arrows
as indicated. Assume that the bottom face is a commutative diagram in B, e and g
are cocartesian, υ is cartesian. The e' is cocartesian as well

Proof: For 6 = rJ>(Set), this follows from Lemma 3.7. Turning to the general case,
first note that it suffices to treat the case when G is small (one takes a suitable small
subprefibration). Given any c=-morphism M: G—>rcP(Set), the image under M of
the diagram of the corollary will be another such diagram in ίP(Set). Hence, for any
such M9 M(ef) is cocartesian, i.e., M(3e, Yf) < M ( ^ ) M(Xf). Therefore, by the
Godel completeness Theorem (2.1), 3e>Y; <πf X', i.e., e! is cocartesian.

Proposition 3.9 (i) Let Qcιbe a c^-po-fibration, § x a c=-po-fibration, and let

us consider the fibration (S, S) (see Proposition 3.3 (i)), and the subprefibration

c ^ e , §> of (6, S). Consider (G, Φ) e c(- }[e, S], let F.B—»S be a cartesian
functor, and let h:F—>G be any natural transformation. Finally, consider the

cartesian arrow y: Λ*(Φ)—>Φ over h in (6, S):

Φ
C \Y P v

B \n S \ J
G r h u

Assume that for all C e B the component he'- F(C)—>G(C) is cocartesian (see
before Corollary 3.8). Then (F, Λ*Φ) e c ^ [ 6 , §].

(ii) Without the last cocartesianness assumption, (F, Λ*Φ) still inherits from
(G, Φ) each preservation property figuring in the definition of "c-morphism," except
for the preservation of cocartesian arrows.
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Proof: Note (see Proposition 3.3(i)) that Φ = Λ*(Ψ) is definedpointwise: Φ(X) =

h%(Ψ(X)) for X over B in 6. This means that for the induced functors Ψ 5 : GB—>

SGB, φB

:e
B—>SFB

t we have ΦB = h*B o Ψ*, withΛ* : § G f i ^ § F β thepullback

functor. Since both ft£ and Ψ β preserve finite products and binary coproducts, the

first by the definition of c"-fibration, the second since Ψ is a c"~-morphism, it follows

that ΦB does the same, as required.

To see that Φ preserves cartesian arrows, let u: X—>Y be cartesian over / :

A—>B. Φu: ΦX—>ΦY is the unique arrow υ: ΦX—>ΦY for which γy o υ =

u oγx; since here yy, «, γx are all cartesian, υ is cartesian as well.

Now, let e: Y—>X be cocartesian over π2: C x B—>B. Let

φp

ψy — — " ΨX

GC x Gθ ^ -+GB

S^UCKB = he x hβ \ ^n>B
FC x FB FB

K2

stand for the diagram of Corollary 3.8. The assumptions of Corollary 3.8 are satisfied;

we conclude that Φ(e) is cocartesian as required.
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